On Thursday, 18/2/2021, Dr. Ahmed Zouiten, the World Health Organization representative in Iraq, with a high delegation from WHO, visited two projects of Heevie Organization in Sulaymaniyah governorate.

In the first station, the aforementioned delegation visited Heevie clinic at Ashti IDP camp in Sulaymaniyah, and were oriented closely about the services provided to the IDPs living in the camp.

Then the delegation, with Dr. Sabah Hawrami, Director-General of Health in Sulaymaniyah Governorate, visited Sulaymaniyah Burns and Plastic Surgery Hospital, where Heevie organization did a complete renovation with expansion for its surgical operation rooms, which has been done with the best materials and highest quality materials.

During these visits, the representative of the World Health Organization expressed his satisfaction and happiness with the various services provided by Heevie, he also highly evaluated Heevie Organization role in providing health services to the host community populations, as well as the IDPs and refugees in the region, and he promised to continue WHO support for the health sector in the region.
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